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Lavv Revievv Institutes AffirlTIative Action Policy
BY ROBERT HElM
In May of 1991 the editorial board
of the Fordham Law Review adopted
an affirmative action program des igned to increase minority representation among its members. Dean
Feerick said "This program, along
with others at the law school, was
adopted in response ' to a gross
underrepresentation of minorities in
the legal profession."
Prior to the adoption of this program, staff members were selected
solely on the basis of their grades or
through the Unified Writing Competition . Now, minority students who
are in the top 25% of the class and who
were not selected to be staff members
under the regular procedures, may be
eligible for spots on Law Review
through the newly instituted affirmative action program. Dean Feerick said
"It was a student initiative taken with
a lot of delibera tion. It was something
they wanted to do."
Under both the new and the old

selection procedures 35 candidates are
selected from the day and the evening
division based solely on their grades.
The allocation between day and
evening students is determined based

Law Review seeks to increase minority participation

Editors' Note ...
A central question currently facing this country is whether our
government represents a foundation of stability or an inability to change. In
examining this question, the real issue seems to be one of leadership, or lack
thereof. When I signed onto The Advocate staff in August of 1990, I had a vision
that something could be created for the Fordham community to facilitate the
exchange of ideas and encourage a higher level of discourse on important
issues. Over the past year, The Advocate has gained a great deal of momentum,
thanks to the help of students, faculty and the administration.
As Editor-in-Chief, it has been and continues to be my responsibility
to guide this vision and to make sure that the pages of this paper matter. My
colleagues on the editorial board have shared this goal with me and have
worked hard to foster diversity of viewpoints through their writings and by
encouraging, and even helping, those with different viewpoints to be heard.
Recently, members of my board have been labeled ~'racists" by certain
individuals. This has not only been disconcerting, but unfair. Although it was
my hope that differing views could be tolerated in the pages of this newspaper
and result in an enlightened community, something grossly irresponsible has
. manifested itself in the process at the expense of my colleagues. I feel that I
must set the record straight on behalf of this paper and the members of my
editorial board.
I was initially very pleased when I received a letter from a member of
the Black Law Student's Association ("BLSA") challenging Dan O'Toole's
opinions on affirmative action, printed in the February 27,1991 issue of this
paper under the heading "Affirmative Action: The Dangers and Pitfalls". I
should point outthat'BLSA was invited to respond to Mr. O'Toole's piece from
the time it appeared and has had an open invitation to respond ever since. A
member of this group has only now taken advantage of our invitation to
respond and his letter is printed in this issue of The Advocate.

ComlTIittee ForlTIs
to Bash Bias
By S HUKIE GRose'1AN

In an effort to sensitize the law
school community to bias, several
student groups recently banded together to form COBA, the Committee
on Bias Awareness.
According to Miriam Buhl, President of Fordham Law Women, COBA
. was incepted because leaders of student sroups believed "the power of
the mmority community in Fordham
would be magnified if a coalition was
formed ."
Buhl stresses the Coba was not
formed in response to particular
events this year, but to "permanent

Inside:

on the ratio of the number of students
in the day division to the number of
students in the evening division.
Roughly 15 additional members are
selected based on their submissions

fixtures at Ford ham," which perennially generate negative sentiment not
only among minority students but
among all students committed to
equality.
Assessing the law school
community's attitude toward bias
within the mstitution, Buhl alludes to
a forum on bias led by Professor
Kozerowsky during the fall '89 semester. "Wedidn't getpastitemone,"
she laments, "which was-Is there
bias at Fordham?"

continued on page 3

in the Unified Writing Competition.
These students must be in the top 25%
of their class and their writings are
reviewed by several editors of Law
Review. The students who wrote the
top 15 submissions are chosen with- .
out regard to whether they are in the
day or eyening division. Again, this
part of the selection process is unchanged. What has changed is that
now, from the number of minority
students who rank in the top 25% of
the entire class and who do not otherwise qualify for Law Review (i.e.
through grades or the writing competition), the top 1/2 are invited to join
the staff of Law Review. These new
selection procedures will have no effect if there are no minority students
in the top 25% of the class who have
not otherwise made Law Review.
A significant limitation on this
affirmative action program is that at
no time will it be used to place a
continued on page 3

Mr. O'Toole, currently the Editorial Page Editor of The Advocate,
submitted his view that, essentially, affirmative action is dated and that the
only way to overcome the remaining vestiges of racism is through" excellence".
In studying Mi. O'Toole's piece, the inference that I derive is that he is
sensitive to the injustice of racism, but challenges the notion that affirmative
action in the 1990s can bring about the kind of justice that our generation has
recognized is possible. While the writer of the letter challenging Mr. O'Toole
made good points on the successes of affirmative action in the past, I feel that
he went far beyond the bounds of good taste b y comparing O'Toole' s views
to hateful racist graffiti that were scrawled on a wall at the Universi ty of
Michigan two years ago. Frankly, I don't see the relevance or the merit in the
comparison and I think such an attack on Mr. O'Toole's integrity is
unwarranted and shameful. It is particularly disturbing in light of the fact
that the only thing this kind of language can accomplish.is the death of change
for the better. By shutting down Mr. O'Toole in such a manner, the issue of
our generation's responsibility for justice is also shut down.
In retrospect, it certainly would have been much easier for The Advocate
to have avoided important issues and remain uncontroversial. That, however,
serves the purposes of no one at this school, or any thinking individual for that
matter. As long as someone in the Fordham ~ommunity can articulate his or
her views through mature and rational discourse, it has always been the
policy and practice of The Advocate that the individual should be entitled to
offer them up to everyone for challenge through the pages of this paper. It is
through this process that an open forum of ideas can develop and we educate
ourselves. I disagree with the implication thatthe editorial board of this paper
has done anything but encourage such diversity of viewpoints. In the very
pages of this issue of The Advocate, in another Letter to the Editor from the
Black Law Students Association, it has been suggested that the Advocate has
been less than "fair, accurate and objective". I can only respond to these
accusations by letting The Advocate's record speak for itself. The Advocate has
never refused to print the views of anyone who has taken the time to write.
The Advocate has never denied membership on this paper to anyone, from any
group. The Advocate has al ways encouraged submissions from all groups and
all viewpoints. We have an~ we will continue to provide such a forum for the
Fordham community. I don't believe that this is anything less than "fair,
accurate and objective."
Fordham is at a crossroads. As a third-year student I am acu tely
aware, and very proud, that the student body is becoming both more diverse
and involved. Diversity can lead to divisiveness, however, if not tolerated in
the spirit of democracy. This is indeed happening at schools across the
country and unfortunately, I have seen it happen at Fordham. It is my most
sincere hope that Fordham becomes a place where students learn from and
respect those th~y may differ with. It has been and continues to be our goal
that The Advocate aid in this process.
Those members of my board that were accused of being racists feel
that they can not get their good names back. It disturbs me to think tha t they
might be right. As Editor-in-Chief of this paper, I would like only to offer that
I still believe in their right to express their thoughts with sensitivity and
integrity in the pages of The Advocate and applaud them for taking a stand on
issues that are important not only for us as law students, but for us as human
beings.
Marc-Philip Ferzan
Editor-in-Chief

.Dean Feerick - page 9· Career Services Advice - page 4 • Notes from the Fiction - page 10
Letters to the Editor - page 7· COBA: Orwells '84? - page 6 & more!
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Houston Wins Wormser Moot Court COntpetition
By Michael Gracia
the competitors with a far
The 1991 I. Maurice
more challenging line of
Wormser Moot Court Comquestions. Thus, the finalpetition came to an exciting
ists got a true sense of what it
conclusion on October 30,
is like to put foward ,!n argu1991. After the dust had
ment before actual judges.
settled, Kathy Houston
That experience,
emerged triumphant as best
however, was not always
speaker. Gary Grassey and
pleasent. The questioning
Matt Goldstein tied with
from the bench in the final
Anastasia Grammenos and
round was tough but fair.
John Samnick for the best
Although the judges were
brief-writers.
visably impressed and comThe
Wormser
mended the finalists on their
Competition centered on
aptitude and elocution, they
tow issues. The first dealt
felt tha t there is al ways room
with the propriety of
for improvment.
In his
"Golden Parachutes" (a terclosing remarks, Judge
mination agreement which
Edelstein, speaking for all the
provides for substantial bojudges, questioned the finuses and benefits for top
nalists knowledge of the isma n ag,e m e nt w ho a r e
sues before the bar and genforced to leave the company
erally reprimeanded them
during a corporate change
for glossing over issues that
in control). The second isthe judges had raised. He
Wormser Winners from !.to r.: Kathy Houston, Bill Wong, Gary Grassey and Maurice Hardigan
sue dealt with the method
reminded the finalists that
of calculating attorneys fees.
the ultimate purpose of
The Fordham Moot Court Board ton, Gary Grassey, Maurice Hardigan and one judge from Deleware Court courtroom litigation is to resolve isuses this competition along with the and Bill Wong argued the final round of Chancery-Honorable Judge Jacobs. sues and issues that are glossed over
William Hughes Mulligan Moot Court before an illustrious bench composed
While the earlier rounds had been are not resolved.
Competition which is held in the sum- of three judges from the Southern Dis- judged by distinguished senior attorThe finalists will now be eligible
mer to select its members.
trict of New York - The Honorable neys from New York City firms, the to represent Fordham in interschool
The four finalists, Kathy Hous- Judges Sprizzo, Keenan and Edelstein, judges in the final round presented competitions .

. . . Continued from front page
Law R eview
greater percentage of minorities on
Law Review then the percentage of
minorities in the student body. In addition, if the regular procedures select
a representative percentage . of minorities, the affirmative action program will not be used in that year.
Stephen Keyes, currently the Editor-in-Chief of Law Review, feels that
two things will ensure that the Law
Review maintains its high academic
standards. The first is the requirement
that any minority candidate must be
in the top 25% of the class to be considered under this affirmative action
program. The second is the cap on the
program which will prevent minority
overrepresetation on Law Review. Mr.
Keyes pointed out that no non-minority will be denied a place on Law Review because of this new program.
The affirmative action program potentially increases the number of
available spots on Law Review, with
the new spots going to qualified minority students. Dean Feerick stated

COB A
continued from page 1
Buhl explains that while the administration has been developing a
grievance procedure for bias unaer
the auspices of Professors Fogelman
and Batts, "the faculty has had difficulty seeing eye-to-eye on issues raised
on such procedures.
"In the meantime," she says,
"we're taking matters into our own
hands and letting professors and students know that as representatives of
our particular student groups, we're
interested in pursuing these Issues on
our own level."
In a letter circulated to the faculty
and student body, the Committee
outlined its function as "an organization to monitor bias, encourage fair-

[but] others were irate and intruding sua des me that it really was offensive,
.' ... on their domain."
I'll be sen!?itive to that and not do it in
, . , ')Most professors were tertHic," ' the future.'"
she adds. ''There are just a few holdDean Vairoadds that "real world"
he "supported the idea of creating outs [who] are not changing while
standards of censorship do not necesadditional opportunities for minority society is and that's pitiful for sarily apply to an academic environstudents without removing existing Fordham."
ment. '1n a classroom," she explains,
opportunities from other students."
This raises the question of if "you're paying tuition to sit there and
The idea of implementing some COBA's doctrine amounts to censor- learn and Lifl your learning process
sort of affirmative action program for ship and poses a challenge to free impeded by a climate that IS created
wittingly or unwittingly by the proLaw Review membership was de- expression.
"If anyone's being censored, it's fessor or by the students in the classbated for at least two years previous
to its adoption in 1991. This year was student's thoughts," contends Buhl. that's a problem."
"Bias has a chilling effect on student's
Dean Vairo believes COBA's
the first year in which an affirmative ability to express themselves and depresence will encourage students to
action program got the required votes velop thougnts."
talk to professors and fellow students
of 10 of the 13 Law Review editors.
Assistant Dean Georgene Vqiro about oias in order to better to underStudents qualifying as minorities un- and COBA's administrative liason stand each other.
der this program are Hispanics, Afri- views COBA as a constructive effort
"Fordham Law School has tried
can Americans, Asians and American to mitigate a problem.
to crea te a feeling tha t this is a friend 1y
"1 aon't view [COBA] as an at- p,lace to go to law school," she says.
Indians. Mr. Keyes pointed out that
no editorial board can bind another tempt to monitor or witch-hunt," she 'That kind of dialouge hopefully will
with this affirmative action policy, so says. "1 think the question of what enhance the friendliness of the instieach year it must be voted on in order kind of speech is appropriate in the tution rather than harm it."
classroom is a very interesting one
[COBA invites the Fordham Law
for it to take effect. For the benefit of and I read the letter as trying to begin
community
to hear John Brittain, Prostudents currently in their first year, a dialogue about the problem.
fessor at the University of Connectiinformation regarding this and all
"1 would not like it if somebody cut at Hartford and President of the
other selection proced ures will be dis- started to challenge the way I teach," National Lawyers Guild, . who will
cussed more fully next semester by she admits. "On tIle otlier hand, I read speak on "Bias and Law as an Instruthose running the writing competi- my student evaluations and if I find ment of Social Change" on Monday,
that certain methods of presenting the November 18, at 5 p.m., in Auditotion.
material [are] offensive to someone, rium.]
ness and redress grievances." The even one person, and that person perletter specifically focused on stereotypical hypos and distasteful jokes in
the classroom as primary culprits in
perpetuating bias, stressing that
prejudice ('recl udes a victim from fully
participatmg in the learning environment and encouraging victims of bias
to step forward WIth complaints.
"We wanted to jump on any
bombs before they blew up," says
Buhl, revealing the impetus behind
the letter.
Regarding redress, the most enig-·
C.OURl ':
matic of the Committee' s self-assigned
functions, Buhl says that grievances
\VORM5ER C.oMprhhoN
directed toward COBA will be channelled to Dear Feerick' s office. In the
past, Dean Feerick has met with faculty members who are repeated of.-=.. :-wc.fenders and according to Buhl, "some
have taken the meeting heart-to-heart,
!
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What to do? J.What to do?
By Kathleen Brady, Thomas

Schoenherr & Christina Meincke

Editors Note: The following memo was
circulated by the Career Planning Center
earlier this month. The CPC, however
has informed us that many people who
need this information have not received it.
As a result The Advocate has decided to
reprint this information as a service to its
readers. The Carreer section will be a
regular feature in The Advocate.

drawing from the process will only
ensure that you do not find a job.
(Remember the basic law of physics
you learned in 10th grade: Bodies in
motion tend to stay in motion. Bodies
that rest tend to stay at rest.) It is time
to turn your analytical and legal research skills on your job search and
take control of the process!

Early Interview Week is over. Fall
OCI has not been generating much
action to date. It seems all your hard
work preparing resumes, researching
employers and meeting CPC deadlines has not resulted in interviews,
let alone offers. Rumors of a depressed
legal market are running rampant.
Frustration and anxiety are at an all
time high.
The burning question is "Now
what do I do?" Are mass mailings
effective? What exactly is "networking?" Should the job search be abandoned altogether and energies be focused on improving grades? Should
journal,assignments take priority over
everything? How do you balance all
the stress and demands for your time?
Let's begin with a little reality
check:
I.t is only October. That means it is
far too early to panic. But, by the same
token, given the sta te of the legal market, it certainly is not time to be passive either. You must take a proactive
approach to your job search. With-

Step #1 - Self Assessment
Take a long, hard, honest look at
who you are and what your strengths
and weaknesses are. Consider work
experience, college leadership skills,
personality traits, etC. that set you apart
from the competition. I can hear you
all now, "Employers do not care about
any of that stuff, they only care about
grades and I haven't got them!" Yes,
employers do care about grades. Yes,
you will have to work harder to find a
job if you do not have strong grades.
But yes, you will find a job even if you
are in the bottom of the class. The trick
is to focus on what you do have to offer
the employer and state your case
clearly, succinctly and persuasively.
Remember, the question in every interview is "Why should I hire you?"
(If you can not figure out for yourself
what you have to offer an employer,
make an appointment immediately
with one of us so we can help you.)
Step #2 - Market Assessment
, According to a study by the ABA
>.

Cafe Society
INVITES

ALL

FOR

1/2 Price Drinking,
All Night Dancing &
FREE Admission

co:

Every Thursday Night
10:30pm 'til Closing

C~t[

SOCI[TY
915 BROADWAY AT 21ST STREET
NEW YORK. NY 10010 212.529.8282

LAW KNOO&. ID lIaOUl1lU Foa FM& AGla ••IOII A8D _ a " DIICOUIITa. MUST I . at.

Young Lawyers Division entitled: The
State of the Legal Profession 1990,80% of
lawyers in the private sector practice
in firms with less than 60 attorneys.
(SoI0=23%, 2 - 3 attorneys = 17%; 4-9
attorneys = 16%; 10-20 attorneys =
12%; 21-30 attorneys = 5%; 31-60 attorneys = 7%). When you consider
that the larger firms dominate OCI
programs, it becomes clear that students are only exposed to about 20%
of the marketthrough OCI. Given that
we have not even mentioned the
plethora of opportunities with public
service and government agencies, one
can conclude that there are many more
opportunities for employment out
there than On-campus interview programs might suggest. (It is important
to note that while these latter employers are invited to interview on campus, the vast majority do not come
because they are unable to predict
their hiring needs so far in ad vance or
because they are looking to hire only
one or two people so on campus interviewing would not be cost effective.)
Step #3 - Networking
Networking is a technique and a
process centered around the specific
goal of unearthing information, ad vice
and referrals. It is the most
underutilized tool in the job search
yet it is far more effective than blanket
mass mailings. Here's. how to approachjt:
I

1. Develop a Contactlist-Think about
everyone you know who may be able
to help you. Faculty members, friends,
family, neighbors, speakers at conventions you've heard, people you
have read about in newspapers. Do
not overlook potential contacts because they do not practice the type of
law in which you have an interest.
Consider everyone you know- even
if they are not attorneys: you never
know who these people may know!
Divide your list into four categories:

a. Those wi th infl uen tial posi tions
and the power to hire you
b. Those with job leads
c. Those likely to refer you
d. Those with long distance contacts
2. Write a letter of introduction
"Prof. Smith suggested that I contact you about my interest in the legal
community in New Jersey (career
opportunities in environmental law).
I am a second year student a Fordham
University School of Law.
(Your next paragraph should tell
something about your background.
Include your skills, academic history,
prior work experience, extra curricular activities, connection to the geographic region, where you worked
the previous summer, etc.)
"As I venture into the job market,
I hope to benefit from the experience
and knowledge of others in the field
(in New Jersey) who might advise me
on opportunities for someone with
my qualifications. I would appreciate
the opportunity to meet with you for
15 minutes for your guidance. I will
call your office next week to see if we

can schedule a meeting.
"I look forward to discussing my
plans with you."
As a general rule, you should not
include your resume with the letter of
introduction. The highlights of that
document should be in your second
paragraph. If, however, you are determined to include it in the package
you should say something like: "To
help familia~ize you with my background, I have enclosed my resume
for your perusal." It is important to let
the reader know you are not asking
for a job.
3. Follow-up with a Phone Call
Prepare a script so you can clearly
& succinctly introduce yourself and
articulate your needs.
"Hello, Mr./Ms.
This is John Brown, I am calling at
the suggestion of Prof. Smith. I sent
you a letter last week explaining .. .
and I was wondering if you might
have 15 minutes sometime this week
to meet with me?"
Remember, there is no pressure
on this person to find you a job. The
objective is to unearth information
about them and their job experience.
This may result in potentialjob leads.
4. Stay in touch
Anyone who helps you should be
kept apprised of your job search. If a
lead they provide results in an interview, let them know . Obviously, do
not make a pest of yourself, but keep
people informed. A note every two or
three months is appropriate. If you
occasionally remind them that you
are still in the job search, other opportunities may present themselves
down the line.
Step #4- Mail Campaign
The purpose of networking is to
uncover job leads so that you can send
your resume and cover letter to specific people by way of an introduction
from someone the employer knows.
In addition to this method, some stu=
dents like to develop target employer
lists by using basic library research
skills to learn who is doing what they
would like to do. (You can do aLexis
search to create mailing lists of target
employers.) This combined effort will
enable you to ask people on your
contact list if they can help you meet
someone at a firm in which you have
a particular interest.
If no one on your contact list can
provide an entry into a particular firm,
it is a good idea to write to a Fordham
alum (preferably a partner) or to an
attorney practicing in the area of law
in which you are interested rather
than to a hiring partner, recruitment
coordinator or some other personnel
administrator. While this is not a
guarantee that your resume will receive special attention, the odds are in
your favor. Remember, people like to
hire people like themselves. By writing to someone you have something
in common with, you are allowing for
the possibility that that person will

continued on page 11
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Schtick and Play

.

INT: What attracted you to ourfirm?
MB: I'm very interested in the area
of law your firm practices, and
feel that I could contribute
greatly.
RT: $$$$$$$Gee .... I wonder what
area of law this firm practices$$$$$$$$

,

Ten Things Overheard at Moshe Bellows'
First Interview

BY MOSHE BELLOWS &
SETH LEVINE
From what my "friends" on law
review have told me, the interviewing
process is a very tedious and arduous
one. For those of you fortunate enough
to have been granted this high honor,
you are familiar with the experience.
Ho'w many times have you practiced
those correct canned answers the firms
want to hear, suppressing your true
gut res ponses . The dream of
articulating one's true thoughts
remains just that ...
INTERVIEWER:
Good afternoon
Mr. Bellows, I'm glad you could
make it today.
MOSHE BELLOWS: It's my pleasure, nice to meet you.
REAL THOUGHTS: Is that a hair
weave?
INT: I hope you're not missing too
much class due to this interview.
MB: no, not at all
RT: yup ... definitely a weave.

10.

Are you trying to bribe me?

9.

No thank you Mr. Bellows. I don't smoke.

8.

Are all Fordham transcripts written in
crayon?

7.

Thank you, you have nice eyes too.

6.

e'mon Dad you know what my grades
were!

5.

I'm sorry, summer associates may not bring
in their own decorator.

4.

$600,000; but I've been a partner here for 14
years.

3.

If you want to sit indian style, then sit
indian style.

2.

That's the best hairpiece I've seen in years.

INT: I'm sure you followed as closely
as.! did the Thomas confirmation hearings, what did you
learn from the process?
.
MB: I gained a lot of insight into the
senate committee, the lines of
questioning used, and how
political the process has become.
RT: 18 inches!!! That's longer than
my forearm!!!

INT: So Mr. Bellows, how did you
enjoy your first year of law
1. So I see Fordham still uses the "wild card"
school?
MB: Although the task was quite
system:
difficult, I was, due to my rigorous work ethic, able to excel
in my studies while still maintaining good marital relations, INT: What made you choose INT: What was your favorite class?
spenqjng ti..n:}f ,~ith I)1.y ) F~il- ,
Fordham?
, I MB{ ~P.il~ , I, E1njoy~?,", ~ll o! .!flY
classes, as they were all inteldren, and continuing my vol- MB : BeingadevoutJesuit,lthpught
lectually challenging, I would
unteer work at the nursing
it would afford me the opporsay contracts because it is so
home.
tunity to continue my Jesuit
RT: Married ... I haven't even had a
integral to all facets of life and
training and openly practice my
Joe Perrilo, the god of contracts,
date in years!
religion while at the same
was my Prof.
Nursing home .. .1 hated Cotime pursuing a career in law.
RT: Abe, 'nuf said.
RT: Safety school!!!!!!
coon!

..
..~
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Attention!!!

~

CLASS OF 1992

..~

It's time to consider our

~
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CLASS GIFT!

::

The Class of 1992' s reps in the SBA have an idea for an original and meaningful gift from the
Class of 1992 to the Law School. With the help of Fordham's public service organizations, the SBA
will compile a list of the Class of 1992 members' work in the public service during their three years
at the Law School. The compilation will be bound and presented to Dean Feerick at graduation
and, hopefully, will contain a section on each graduating student's efforts at serving others
during the student's law school career. As the need for public service grows in our profession and
community, this gift will show the Fordham students' commitment to pro bono and public
service. It will also promote public service in the Class of 1992 and the school as a whole. It may
even suggest that a mandatory public service requirement is unnecessary at Fordham Law
School.
With the help of all students, the compilation will be easy to produce. Students from the Class
.of 1992 should submit a short paragraph describing their work, induding their time spent, to the
Public Interest Office (Room 012). These submissions will be compiled onto a database and then
bound at a local printer.
This year Fordham's commitment to the public service will 'reach new heights, as shown
primarily in the hiring of a Public Interest Coordinator. This compilation will compliment the
Dean's promotion of public service at the Law School. Furthermore, future Classes of the Law
School will try to match or surpass this accomplishment. If they do, the Class of 1992 have started
a tradition all at Fordham can be proud of.

~
..

~

~

..

~

~

..
~
..

~

:;
..

INT: I see on your resume that you
led the first squfldron of fighter
airplanes in the 1982 Lebanon
conflict-in teresting!
MB: As it was a covert operation
I'm really not at liberty to speak
freely on the matter. (unless
your prepared to make me an
immediate offer of course!)
RT: That guy from career services
told me I should perk up my
resume.
I was actually in eighth grade
at the time.
INT: Where do you see yourself in
five years?
MB: I see myself well on my way on
the partnership track, strongly
devoting myself to the firm.
RT:. 1 $till \;V.a(ting l f~r J:!ly fir,s t cal~
back!!!
INT: I see on your resume that your
in the top quarter of your class,
yet your transcript shows
straight C-'s. How do you reconcile the discrepancy?
MB: There are no class rankings or
cutoffs .. .
RT: They can't prove 'nothin. I'll
stick to this story 'till the day I
die!!!
INT: I don't see any journal experience on your resume, did you
take part in the writing competition?
MB: Yes,ldid. Butasldidnotwish
to limit myself to just one area
of the law, I did not accept a
position on any of the journals.
RT: 72 hours of pure, unadulterated hell and not 1 of the 16,000
journals . . . (maybe I should
have used footnotes)(emphasis
added) .
INT: Well, thank you for taking the
time to come down and meet
with us.
MB: no, thank you for the opportunity.
RT: See ya!!!!
INT: Take care.
Maybe I will hire a
INT.'s RT:
Fordham student!!! ... NOT!!!!

~
~
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~
~
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"1 learned law so well, the day 1
graduated 1 sued the college, won
the case, and got my tuition
back:"
-Fred Allen
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1991 or 1984?
George Orwell's day has finally
come, a mere seven years past due.
Yes, think-speak has come to Fordham
Law. The harbinger of think-speak is
COBA (the Committee On Bias
Awareness). COBA is a self-appointed group of special interest
groups that has taken it upon itself to
"monitor bias, encourage fairness, and
redress grievances" brought by students and faculty in an effort to deal
with bias incidents at Fordham Law.
COB A is not a body whose authority comes from the entire student
body. Indeed, it is difficult to determine precisely from where COBA
claims to have derived their authority. Because COBA was not elected
by the student body at large, it is folly
to assume that they represen t the wide
spectrurnofstudentsatFordhamLaw.
As such, they are not qualified to
evaluate bias reports.
COBA's conception of bias, like
all of our prejudices, are based on
their own subjective opinions. It is
foolish to assume that COBA, despite
their good intentions, will adequately
represent the wide spectrum of view
held by students at Fordham. Additionally, it appears from their news-

letter that COBA is not accountable to
anybody other than themselves. All
power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely.
More significant than COBA's
lack of legitimacy as an evaluative
body, however, is the effect of their
"policing" of speech at Fordham. One
of the great strengths of our country is
freedom of expression. From this
freedom springs forth an explosion of
diverse points of view. Every point of
view is offensive to at least one person. That is the price we pay for
having a free marketplace ofideas. To
attempt to censor the speech of students at Fordham Law is anathema to
the ideal of the university and the
ideals of our nation.
The university is precisely the forum in which diverse points of view
are to be addressed and debated; not
quelled . If a professor, student or
administrator makes an "offensive"
remark, he or she should be publicly
engaged in debate, not evaluated by a
self-appointed body out of public
view. In this way, the entire university community and not a select group
of special interest groups will stand in
judgment of the speaker.
Have we not learned from Nazism, Stalinism and McCarthyism?
Will we let ourselves be subjected to a
committee that doesn't answer to the
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entire law school community? History has taught us not to entrust our
freedom to others lightly. Freedom
does not come cheaply and should
not be forfeited without a fight. To do
otherwise is to abandon the very precepts that make this country the envy
of the entire world.
No one denies that bias, prejudice
and hateful remarks hurt. Pain, however, is very often the price we pay for
freedom. This is not to suggest that
offensive remarks should be accepted;
they should be dragged out into the
light of day and be exposed for what
they are: trash. Such exposure will

not be accomplished, however,
through an organization such as
COBA. When we start letting an unaccountable body (or any body for
that matter, determine the types of
speech that are correct, we subject
ourselves to the type of tyranny of
thoughts and words foretold by
Orwell's 1984.
If a bias commi ttee is to be crea ted
at Fordham Law, every effort should
be made to insure that the body is
truly diverse and representative. The
price we will pay as a community if it
is otherwise will be great indeed.

The Advocate

- Fordham Law's Own Newspaper

Let's Get Together!
General editorials are passed by a majority
of the Board of Editors

YOUTR.

We wouid like to take this opportunity to address suggestions that
the Advocate become more fulfy represen tative of the student body.
Please remember, the task falls on an of us to make this truly Fordham
Law's own newspaper. Our editorial board cannot and will not pretend
to speak for the whole .student body. We need your help. For us to put
out a truly representative newspaper, we need a variety of viewpoints.
All of us are under an obligation to disseminate ideas. For this reason
we are challenging .everyone to "Put our mouths whereour money is."
'!'Ie feel that by puttmg ~ut regul.ar columns relating t? different issues of
I~p~rtance, alf of u~ wIll benefIt not only from the mcreased dialogue
withm the commumty but from the added sense of legitimacy that such
regular and visible accomplishments will bring about.
To find out more, please contact Dave Javdan at (212) 316-7885 or
leav.e a note on our desk in the activities office. Remember, your point
of VIew can only be considered if you express it. While you might
choose silence, others with differing viewpoints may choose to be
heard. The only way to have any influence is to be involved. With
your help we can make Fordham a better place and give it the newspaper it deserves. Thank you.

There are many problems facing every community in America. But becaus~ there are
more people than problems, things will get
done. All you have to do is something. Do
anything. To find out how, call 1 (800) 677-5515.
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To the Editor:
I am an unemployed member of
the Class of 1991 and I livein New
Jersey. A second-year acquaintance
sent me a copy of last month's Advocate with the Kathleen Brady interview. This is my personal reaction to
Career Planning's claim of 80% employment for last year's graduating
class.
Ms. Brady of CPC claims in her
interview with the Advocate that
things are fine with the Class of '91,
that unemployment is only 5% worse
than usual. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
The 80% figure, if at all accurate
(and no one in"the Class of '91 believes
it is), neglects to count the numerous
students who were forced to go on for '
an expensive L.L.M. theydidn'twant,
perhaps as much as 5% of our class.
Nor does the figure count those who
had jobs but lost them when firms
folded or cut back their entry-level
associates in spring before graduation (Webster & Sheffield, Gaston &
Snow, etc. etc.). The truth is, the 80%
figure is widely ridiculed by the recent
graduates, both by those who have
jobs and those who do not have jobs.
The 80% figure is also preposterous when you consider the types of
"jobs" last year's cl,!-ss got. Many were
forced to take $25,000 to $30,000 salaries with smaller firms that are taking
advantage of the crunch. Some were
forced to take unprestigous and lowpaying court clerks hips they didn't
want because it was the only opportunity available. The figure also counts
people who are not working in the
legal profession per se (Matthew
Bender, Court TV, etc.).
Ms. Brady claims that because of
the demise of "big firm" hiring, smaller
firms will have to pick up the slack.
Ms. Brady ignores the fact that the
smaller firms today have even less
opportunities than in previous years,
which was de minimus at best. With
the decline of the big firms, not only is
it going to be harder to get an entrylevel job, it is going to be even harder
to hold onto it. Every week, the New
York Law Journal talks of Skadden
laying off 46 more mid-level associ-

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the
editorial ("The Sanitization of
Clarence Thomas") which appeared
in the September 1991 issue of The
Advocate. The editorial states, without explaining, that it supports the
nomination of Judge Thomas. The
writer then goes on to blame the sad
performance of Judge Thomas in disavowing virtually every position he's
taken in the last ten years (and presumably his incredible statement that
he'sneverdiscussedRoev. Wade)on
"It is necessary to the happiness
of man that he be mentally
faithful to himself. Infidelity
does not consist in believing, or
in disbelieving, it consists in
professing to believe what one
does not believe."
-Thomas Paine

ates, or Cravath not extending offers
to 65% of its summer associates. The
legal profession ha s changed and
that's why career planning is distributing that timely little publication,
"The Road Not Taken," which explains how to get a job outside of the
law.
There are a multitude of '91 grads
who have $80,000+ jobs. But this
market is feast or famine. Some '91
graduates with the best credentials
don't have any prospects in the immediate future. The most promising
opportunity in the last six weeks in
the '91 job book is a 24,000 per year job
. at a firm called Harvis, Trien and Beck,
which resulted in two dozen Fordham
'91 grads interviewing for the position.
Many others have all but given upthey are doing substitute teaching and
word processing for under $10 per
hour. One is talking about being a
doorman to pay the rent until the
market breaks and still another will
be working at a clothing store. These
are grads with Top-Third and TopQuarter credentials.
This is not to say that the Clas.s of
'92 will not get jobs. Many will. The
law review students will, of course,
have no problems. But for the rest of
you, the rules have changed . Now
firms are asking you in interviews if
your father's wealthy (are you an instant rainmaker?) and asking pointedly why you didn't make law revi ew
if you're such a brilliant legal mind.
Fordham is still considered a fine law
school among New York employers,
but being Top Quarter here no longeli
guarantees gainful employment. I
know that from personal experience.
While it must be emphasized that
Career Planning is not to be blamed or
faulted in any way for the difficulties
recent grads have endured in getting
jobs (in fact, they are doing an exemplary job), Ms. Brady's cheery optimism that things "aren't that bad" is
dead wrong. When she tells you, the
Classes of '92 and '93, not to be so
"anxious" about the job market, think
of that famous line from the movie
The Fly: Be afraid. Be very afraid.
-Name withheld upon request

the treatment of Judge Robert Bork.
The furthering of this absurd position
taken by conservatives and parroted
by the editors of The Advocate fails to
note an important aspect of the Bork
confirmation hearings - that his
views on the scope of the fourteenth
amendment on sexual harassment, on
the ninth amendment, etc. were outside of the 'mainstreams of American
jurisprudence. The blame for the
poli ticiza tion of the confirma tion process in the nominations of Ju stice
Souter and Judge Thomas can be
placed at President Bush's doorstep.
The cynical statement that Judge Thomas was the best qualified candidate
for the Supreme Court is absurd. The
base politicization which permeated
the nomination, the coaching ofJudge
Thomas, and destruction of Professor
Anita Hill's character emanated from
1600 Pennsylvania A venue. Themyth
of Bork is a chimera.
-Steve Williams 4E

To the Editor:
As the official newspaper of
Fordham Law School, it is incumbent
upon The Ad vocate to present issues
in a fair, accurate and objective
manner. It has been the practice of
The Ad voca te to a ttack issues
relevant to the minority communities
without also publishing opposing
view-points, expecting outraged
minority organizations to respond in
kind. Folks, it is not our job to write
your newspaper in a responsible,
balanced manner. As long as you are
the "official" paper of the Fordham
Law School community, and as long
as we have no choice as to whether
we "purchase" your paper, you have
the duty to provide more than one
perspective on issues that affect the
members of this community.
Furthermore, if an article is an
editorial, reflecting the views of the
entire editorial board, or an opinion
piece, it must be clearly identified as

7

such, in order to eliminate any concern
about objectivity. For example, Dan
O'Toole's article en titled, " Affirma ti ve
Action: The Dangers and Pitfalls,n
which appeared in the February 27,
1991 editionofTheAdvocateappeared
to be an opinion piece, however, it was
not labeled as such. Was this story an
opinion piece, an editorial, or a wellresearched article designed to inform
the Fordham Law School community?
Editorials and opinion pieces must
be clearly identified and segregated.
Finally, in order to ensure the fair,
accurate and objective presentation of
issues, The Advocate should be
assigned a faculty member.
Should you find yourselves unable
to acknowledge our protest and
provide meaningful changes, please
divorce yourselves from the SBA and
drop your "official capacity. We will
not pay for you, write for you, or claim
to be represented by you.
- Black Law Students Association

To the Editor:
This is written in response to an article that appeared in The Advocate on
February 27, 1991 by Daniel P. O'Toole, entitled "Affirmative Action: The
Dangers and Pitfalls."
It is distressing to me that when discussing admission policies, the wheel
has to be constantly reinvented. This is especially so when the invention has
to be done for future lawyers at top law schools, who according to their own
notions (based on their comparatively high standardized test scores and
GPA's) are exceptionally bright. Let's start reinventing.
In his article Mr. O'Toole expresses his concerns about the potential
pitfalls of affirmative action programs which are designed to allow minorities
to fully participate in American society. However, absent another mechanism,
affirmative action is the only program that provides minorities with an
opportunity to participate in a society built on their free labor.
In professional sports, minorities have been excluded for many reasons,
but when given a chance to fully participate, we have excelled. Prominent
minorities in many fields have succeeded because of opportunities created by
affirmative action. Even our current African American associate justice of the
United States Supreme Court was admitted to Yale Law School as a result of
affirmative action.
Mr. O'Toole's counterparts at Georgetown Law School, Touro Law
School, and many other institutions of "higher education" around the country
agree with him when he writes that affirmative action "leads to an expectation
of something for nothing." They would further agree that such a "mentality
does not recognize a duty to contribute to society ... " and that "[h]andouts,
under the guise of opportunity paralyze human spirit and invariably lead to
failure ."
Mr. O'Toole's comments remind me of graffiti at the University of
Michigan two years ago which read" A mind is a terrible thing to waste,
especially on a nigger." Perhaps Mr. O'Toole has forgotten his American
history, or maybe he was absent from class when the enslavement of African
Americans was covered, and is therefore unaware that the economy of
America was built on their unpaid labor. Was that a contribution to society
Mr. O'Toole? Do you consider the benefits that were conferred on you by a
society largely built on the backs of minorities as a handout?
Mr. O'Toole also writes that "[mlainstream minority leaders, though
well-intentioned, have erred greatly in their efforts to uplift their people,
arguing that "[t]hey have not stressed adequately the ability of the individual
to overcome hatred through excellence."
Mr. O'Toole, I can remember as a child marching on Washington with my
father to demonstrate for equal opportunity. I can remember the excellence of
character in men like my father. I can remember seeing my father jailed with
Martin Luther King and Ralph Abernathy simply because of their efforts to
obtain equal rights, equal access and their attempts to teach America how to
rise above hatred and violence. As a youth, I can remember the images of my
neighborhood in flames as civil unrest spread across our country due to
America's resistance against allowing African Americans to participate in
American society in a significant manner. I can remember the pure hatred in
the eyes of "law enforcement officials" leading their dogs to attack unarmed
young African American men and women demonstrating for equality. I can
remember images of fire hoses turned on people who just wanted a chance to
participate in the society they helped build. I can remember seeing the campus
of a major American institution of higher learning under siege by the National
Guard because a minority student wanted to attend.
Mr. O'Toole, what do you remember? What qualifies you to criticize'
African American leadership? Until poverty is no longer disproportionatelya minority problem, until access to equal primary, secondary and
higher education exists, until opportunities for all, regardless of color or
creed, is a reality, until superiority complexes reality, affirmative action or
some other mechanism of ensuring enfranchisement for the disenfran-chised
will continue to be necessary.
Edward Rademaker is a member of the
Black Law Students Association
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Pro Bono - Do It!
BY JOHN A. KORELLO
Interested in doing pro bono work
for a public interest organization, private law firm, or government agency?
Pro Bono Students (PBS) is a new
service provided by the administration that assists law students in finding law-related public interest work
using a computerized database containing hundreds of placements. The
goal of PBS is to offer students the
opportunity to help a vastly
underserved community while simultaneously obtaining a challenging legal experience during the school
year.
Opportunities exist in a wide
range of areas of the law, such as civil
rights, poverty, environmental,
criminal, family, and immigration.
Students work under the supervision
of an attorney and have a choice of
performing re,s earch and writing, client intake, policy work, case preparation, or court work. We have had
students actually prepare entire cases
for hearings and argue the cases before admini,strative law judges, Time
commitments vary from as little as

two hours to as much as twenty hours
per week. Some of the placements
requiring only a few hours per week
are ideal for first year students.
Presen tly, there are opportuni ties
at public interest organizations as
varied as the Center for Constitutional
Rights, Lawyers for Children. Amnesty International, and the ACLU.
There are placements in government
offices such as the U.s. Environmental Protection Agency, the New York
Ci ty Departmen t of Finance, the Office
of Administrative Courts, and the
Solicitor's Office of the U.s. Department of Labor. Private firms such as
Proskauer Rose Goetz & Mendelsohn
and Fried, Frank also have volunteer
opportunities.
The response in the past two
months has been overwhelming. Students are realizing that today entering the legal profession requires a
public interest commitment. Performing pro bono work provides necessary legal services for an under
served client community. By volunteering, students also acquire legal
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experience and the chance to benefit
from exploring different areas of the
law, as well as the satisfaction of doing work on issues they care about.
For further information, please
contact John Korello in Room 12 or
call 636-6952 to arrange an appointment. Also, check bulletin boards for
the "placement of the Week." We are
presently scheduling placement interviews during the last week of November and first week of December
for spring semester placements. Most
spring semester volunteer positions
have the potential of being converted

Solutions to "The Big Puzzle" Latin-American
By Michael "Mo" Shapiro

Ham & Cheese on Matzoh?
What Species of Fish is a Gefilte?

Law Students
Association
Corner
By Susan Rolon & Irene Convers

Jews represent an extremely diverse group of people with differing
notions and beliefs, Often, as students,
we are struck with questions about
oUf religion. Questions which need
answers, Questions which demand
answers. A number of my colleagues
and I have discussed the possibility
of a discussion group, a roundtable of
ideologies. It's purpose: to exchange
ideas and thoughts about Judaism,
What goals does Judaism propose?
What is the purpose in achieving these
goals? What are the parameters of
these goals? Or perhaps, more fundamentally, what does Judaism
mean?
it seems essential in a mechanical
society such as ours - a society bent
on removing our philosophical
thought processes - that we have a
forum in which we can discuss our
thoughts regarding a "higher authority".
As our studies become all-encompassing of our daily activities and
occupy all of our thoughts (or at least
the waking one's), it often becomes

"The -illegal we do immediately.
. The unconstitutional takes a
little longer. "
-Henry Kissinger

increasingly difficult for us to take a
step back and look at the broader
picture of life (and death). It seems
that most of us don't really have the
time, or find the time, to ascertain an
understanding of "the big picture".
What is life all about? Why the heck
are we on this planet anyway? To
make law review?
I would like to propose to my
fellow students that we join in a dis<;:ussion, a Jewish awareness discussion, and exchange our ideas, expand
our ethical understanding and perhaps try to find some answers to our
unsuppressablequestions ... Let's Talk!
The informal nature of such sessions will allow us to consider any
topics which may arise. In order to
provide a frame of reference, however,
we may indulge in such topics as:
reward & punishment, the state of
Israel, the meaning of the holidays,
Messianic
interpretations
(escatology), traditjon, etcetera. To
explore the answers to these and many
other question please call Mike "Mo"
Shapiro at (212) 724-4680 or Dave
Javdan (212) 316-7885. The Jewish
A ware ness Forum will ten ta ti vel y take
place at the law school every
Wednesday evening at 5 P.M. (with
the room to be announced later).

"Mo" Shapiro is a memeber of the Jewish
Law Students Association and Director
of the Discussion Program.

The Latin-American Law Students Association ("LALSA") has begun the 1991-92 school year with a
new executive board: Maritza Bolano
as President, Juan Roman as VicePresident, Irene Convers as Secretary
and Rosalyn Maldonado as Treasurer.
Through a variety of programs and
events LALSA hopes to enhance the
Latino presence at Fordham Law. To
kick things off a pizza party was held
at the Secretary's apartment for members, mentors and men tees to get to
know each other and to meet Roberto
Lebron from the Puerto Rican Bar
Association. Dean Rivera was also
there showing his dedication to
Latinos at Fordham Law. A good time
was had by all!
On Saturday, October 12, 1991
LALSA, BLSA, and AALSA for the
first time sponsored the Ninth Annual Puerto Rican Legal Defense and
Education Fund Minority Law Fair.
The event was well attended with
representation of over sixty law
schools from across the country and
by four hundred prospective law students, parents and friends.
The Puerto Rican Legal Defense
and Education Fund (PRLDEF) is a
national civil rights organization,
founded in 1972, to protect the civil
rights of Puerto Rtcans and other
Latinos and to ensure their equal protection under the law. Yvette
BravoWeber, head of the Legal Edu-

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

into an externship for credit. If you
are interested in doing public interest
work next summer, please make an
appointment during the first few
weeks of the spring semester. It is
possible to apply for a Fordham Student Sponsored Fellowship grant to
cover your summer employment
should your finds be limited.
Round out your legal education ..
volunteer!

John A. Korello is a Director of Fordham
Pro Bono Students

cation Division, noted that one of their
primary goals is to increase the number of Latino attorneys serving the
community. Through the annual minority law fair they hope to expose
students to the law, assist minority
students in gaining law school admission and show students how PRLDEF
provides a support system while in
law school. PRLDEF also administers
a national scholarship program and
an internship program for Latino law
students.
The Saturday program was divided into two sections. The morning
session included panel discussions
with law school faculty, administrators and students. Dean Rivera from
Fordham Law, Janice Robinson from
Rutgers-Newark and Sandra
Stuppard from Boston University
spoke on the admissions process and
on what law schools are looking for in
minority applicants. Other panels

continued on next page

Deems FitzHugh,
notorious airhead and son of
wealthy New York attorney
FitzHugh Senior, went to
NYU Law School . His father
promised him $10,000 if he
made Law Review in his
second year.
One night the young
FitzHugh called his father in
excitement.
"Dad, Dad, guess
what! Great news, Dad,
you're gonna be thrilled!"
"Yes son what is it?
What? Tell me!"
"1m 'm saving you
$1O,000!'
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Fordham: Today and Tomorrow
By John D. Feerick
I appreciate the request to share
some reflections on the legal profession and the Law School.
As for the profession, I do not recall a more unsettling period since I
graduated from the Law School in 1961.
The specter of partners and associates
leaving law firms because of the economic recession is not pleasant. Even
more unpleasant has been the manner
by which some of these changes have
taken place, prompting the Association
of the Bar of the City of New York to
issue suggested guidelines for law
firms with respect to a ppropria te standards of conduct for job termination
situations. One can only hope that the
clouds of the present will disappear as
we move through this school year.
The world outside the Law School,
however, is in direct contrast to the
many positive developments which I
see on the horizon at the School.
First and foremost is the esta blishment of a residence at Fordham's Lincoln Center campus. It will be ready
for occupancy by the beginning of the
1993 school year. It will assure our
students reasonable housing accommodations right next to the school and
will enable Fordham to increase the
geographical diversity of the student
body. Such diversity will inure to the
benefit of all of us because it will give
Fordham Law School greater visibility
throughout the country.
In this regard, I also am pleased to
report that the Law School is engaged
in a five-year capital gift campaign to
raise at least $25 million. We already
have obtained more than $3 million in
pledges. When the campaign is com-

pleted, we will have in place additional endowment funds that will
enable us to provide greater assistance to students in the area of financial aid; to increase the number of
public service fellowships we can
award to students during the summer months; and to enhance every
academic area of the Law School.
Another benefit of the capital
campaign will be a new international
student fellowship program to support student scholarly endeavors
abroad. There will be several such
fellowships available for this com-,
ing summer.
Another new development involves the public service area. We
are in the process of hiring a full-time
public service assistant who will help
students in connection with all of the
present programs of the School.

Less obvious, but very significant to the future of Fordham, are the
many technological developments in
progress at this time. One is the establishment of a local area network
and another is the conversion of the
library to a completely on-line operation. Once the library holdings
are on-line, students may search
computers for the library'S holdings
in books and check for periodical
articles as well. In addition, students
will be able to search the on-line catalog of the University and the catalogs of other law libraries in the New
York City metropolitan area. We are
also planning to develop a student
computer lab, and to permit students
to access the local area network from
their homes.
Finally, as all of the above is taking place, the School is mindful of its

obligation to help students in connection with their career search. Our Career Planning staff has put in place a
major program of activities which I
encourage everyone to take full advantage of. In addition, Fordham graduates all over the country have let us
know of their interest in helping students. If any student would like to
explore an opportunity in any geographic area or field of law, both our
Career Planning and Alumni offices
will arrange a meeting for you with an
appropriate graduate.
There is much more I would like to
say and will avail myself of the opportunity to do so in future articles for The

Advocate.

LALSA cont'd from previous page

Tired of rejection?
Wanna get published?!?
Then write for

addressed methods to finance law
school and legal educational opportunities.
The highlight of the panel program was two second-year Fordham
evening students, Drew Valentine and
Susan Rolon, who each spoke about
their own first-year experiences. Mr.
Valentine spoke candidly how the
law school admissions process could
be structured differently to help the
minority student. Ms. Rolon addressed the "perils" of having a family, a full-time job, attending law
school and keeping her sanity during
first year.
During the afternoon session, the
law schools recruited the hundreds of
prospective law students in attendance. The event was so successful
that PRLDEF has alread y approached
Fordham Law about sponsoring the
program next year.
Other LALSA events this semester include participatfon in an open
house for minorities interested in going to Fordham Law School and a
Regional LALSA meeting at Yale on
November 9, at which the Vice President will be representing Fordham.

The Advocate!!!

The authors are members of the LatinAmerican Law Students Association

Law school blues? Happiness is sometimes right around the corner.

We need staff writers,
editors,
columnists,
business managers,
critics,
cartoonists, and
photographers.
C'mon do something fun that xou can still put on
your resume!
Submissions or questions,
Call Dave Javdan
(212) 316-7885

Quote of the Year

"Just because you've
got a law degree from
Fordham doesn't
mean you know
everything"
-from the first episode
of the new television
series "Commish"
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Notes ,from the Fiction
Le Atrium

Restaurant
By Christopher G. Stella
Andrew F. Neuman
John Karpousis

Le Atrium
The first thing one notices upon entering Le Atrium, besides the catchy
Arctic them, is the towering glass
window. This is the due to Le
Atrium's success. Where else can
you observe firsthand the dronelike behavior of sweaty first years
clamoring over eachother to find
the obscene answer on stack level 6
to their meaningless legal writing
workbook problem? But do not be
deterred by this frantic activity, the
true pleasure is in the food. Neither
the echoing noise, nor the masses
streaming from the Cameron lecture series can deter the faithful following of Le Atrium fans. These
people come for food that is authentic, uncommon and unethical.
Those who have sampled the excit-

140 W. 62nd St, go in, make a left at Luke ("Fine thanks, how are you?"),
straight double glass doors.
Atmosphere: Towering, rectangular greenhouse, scholastic charm.
Service: Erratic, yet affable.
Recommended Dishes: Thursday turkey special, Taco Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday.
Whine: What do you mean I got closed out of remedies?
Price Range: $11,000 - $15,000 and rising. Major credit cards accepted, night
deferment package available.
Reservations: 42 LSAT, 3.5 G.P.A., extracurricular activities not even considered - we want numbers.
Key:
No' Touro Law !congrats on your recent accreditation)
• New York Law School
•• Fordham
••• NYU
•••• Columbia
Ratings reflect the reviewers reaction to ambience, food, service, and postdining employment opportunities

ing giblets offered each Turkey Thursday truly know the meaning of
Thanksgiving. And up from south-ofthe-border is the bountiful bonanza of
bean that is Taco Tuesday. Those of us
fortunate to have a call-back later in the
day may wish to hold off until
tomorrow's leftovers.

Whines at the Le Atrium run the
full gambit from Paula Zimmerman's
"I can't believe with all my work experience I still don't have an offer.
These snot-nosed kids ... " to Greg
Ossinoff's " I can't believe those two
years at Bennigans count for nothing."

IF YOU'RE 11m DOPE,
YOU MIGHT AS WEll SMOKE THIS.

There's one sure way to see
your future go up in smoke.
Do drugs.
Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
adr.linistering drug tests. If you

fail the test, you're out of a job.
The message is simple.
Doing drugs could blow your
whole education.

WE'RE PUTnNG DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America

The popularity ofLe Atrium is incomparable. Just as any of the happy students who willingly make the detour
down the faculty corridors, avoiding
professors they really don't want to
see, and narrowly avoiding a violent
mugging in the tunnels under
Lowenstein. While the West side
boasts a plethora of fine restaurants,
and Martin's, Le Atrium stands as a
monument to great scholastic cuisine.
While the prices are a bit steep (about
$15,000), you get to meet the maitre' de
Tom Schoerrar, and if you tip him
well, he may let you play with his
hair. Besides, its a great way to avoid
the job market for a few more years

The Authors are editors of Legal Fiction, Fordhams "so-called" humor magazine. The views expressed in this article
are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Advocate. In fact , we want
to make quite clear that we have nothing
todo with these guys whatsoever and take
no responsibility for their writings - not
even a little bit.
Anyone interested in contributing to The Legal Fiction should contact
Andrew Newman.
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What to do?
continued from page 4
conserve as your ambassador and
pave the way for you. At the very
least, your resume will be forwarded
to the hiring department, so your credentials will still be reviewed.
.
As a general guideline, mailings
t"argeted at large and midsize firms
should be done immediately. Followup is crucial. Keep in mind that students are required to accept/ decline
offers by December 15th (November
15th if they clerked there the previous
summer.) Openings may become
available as we near those deadline.
For smaller firms, government
and public service agencies, remember, they hire lat~r in the season. A no
in October may be a yes in April.
These employers also tend to look for
associates through their contacts with
colleagues, faculty members, deans
and career planning offices. Get
started trying to identify those employers now and stay in touch.
Some final thoughts to help you
in your job search:
• School work should always take
priority oyer the job search. However,
try to think of your job search as another class and allocate an appropriate amount of time for it. It is better to
send out five letters per week and
follow up with phone calls than to
wait 5 months and send out 100 or
more at one time. Pace yourself!
• Look at the Job Binders in the
CPC at least once a week.
• Take advantage of every opportunity available to you; free-sign ups,
resume referrals, the various job fairs.
This is no time to be passive!
• Be visible; the more people you
meet and inform of your job search,
the better chance you have of being
introduced to someone who is hiring.
Go to CPC and student sponsored
panels and discussions of interest -to
you. Check out committees at local
bar associations. Make sure people
know who you are!
Remember, it is still early in the·
process. Be open to the possibilities
and you will be successful in the job
searc.h!

The Authors are respectively the Director,
Associate Director and Assistant Director
of Fordham-- Law's Career Placement
Center
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Real Life Heros!
Honor Role - Public Service Style
We send out our heart felt thanks to all of those members of the Fordham
Law School community who came to donate their blood for this fall's Blood
Drive. We tip our hats and raise our voices and glassed in appreciation for their
truly unselfish sacrifice. The names of the valiant donors and attempted donors
are emblazoned here to give them their deserve~ place in history.
Da vid Anders
Norm Ashkenas

Brian Glick

William O'Keefe

Paul Bacanovic

Ellen Goldberg

Timothy O'Shea

Tom Benison

Matthew Golden

Bret Parker

Lisa Blumenthal

Laura Goldman

Eric Prager

Jeffrey Boxer

Diego Gomez

Anthony Providenti

Brigid Brennan

Professor Bruce Green

Michael Rawlinson

Elizabeth Brennan

Tamar Gribetz

Ellin Regis

Todd Brody

Eric Grossman

Dorothy Reilly

Gian Brown

James Hanft

Christina Ricarte

William Bruno

Susan Hegquist

Christopher Ronan

Miriam Buhl

Lizette Hernandez

Victoria Scarmazzo

David Butler

Eric Hess

Andrew Schilling

John Canoni

Kathleen Houston

Cecil Scott

Maria Capone

Michael Iuliano

Mark Seffinger

Elaine Chen

David Javdan

Loretta Shaw

Caroline Chua

Jennifer Jones

Peter Shnur

Alexander Chung

Wayne Josel

Gregg Shulklapper

Dominic Cordisco

Professor James Kainen

Andrew Smith

Deirdre Connolly

John Kalin

Paul Sweeney

Irene Convers

John Kelty

Chi Lop Teu

Melissa Cornell

Rosemary Kindelan

Paul Thyagraj

Francis Cuttita

Sam Kirschner

Michael Treanor

John Dennehy

Dorit Kressel

Ellen Vagelos

Jacqueline Didier

Richard Lang

Robert Veroa

James Fallon

Samuel Levine

Gina Von Oehsen

Patrick Farrelly

John Lohrer

Tara Walsh

Stephanie Fell

Elizabeth Lym

Irene Wang

Kim Feuerstein

Jason Martinez

James Whelan

Stephen Finn

Hea ther Ma ttikow

Laura Woolf

Professor Jill Fisch

Thomas McDermott

Thomas Yang

Michael Fitzgerald

Dean William Moore

Peter Zimmerman.

Scott FitzGerald

Peter Morreale

Christopher Foley

Helen Murphy

Aaron Geller

Ca therine Murrell

William Geller

James Noel

Thomas Giordano

Robert O'Connor
Kevin O'Donnell

We d also like to thank
those who attempted to
give blood but were
turned away.
1

